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VOLUME 1

“

WHISKEY AND BEER ARE
A MAN’S WORST ENEMIES...
BUT THE MAN THAT RUNS
AWAY FROM HIS ENEMIES
IS A COWARD!

”

THE DIRTY ONION
BOILERMAKER CLUB
AVAILABLE
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
ALL DAY

..

The boilermaker originates from
the USA and was popularised
by 19th century steelworkers in
Pennsylvania who drank to
wash away factory life. It was
traditionally taken as a whiskey
shot, chased with a beer. Here
in Northern Ireland, we prefer
to take our time and appreciate
whiskey and beer,
what’s the rush?
Here are a few of the
recommended pairings we have
carefully chosen. We have
selected a range of Irish and
American beers and whiskies/ys.
Enjoy our Irish twist on the
Boilermaker; an American
drinking tradition.

~ please choose y

Beer
FULCRUM

(LISBURN, NI)
Fulcrum is a smooth wheat beer with a clean
citrus finish. We feel this combines perfectly
with the smooth mouth feel and spiced fruit
tones of Redbreast

ROWLOCK IPA

(LISBURN, NI)
Rowlock is a great introduction to IPA.
It is brewed with 10% wheat for a smoother
mouth-feel and is well balanced with a subtle
hop flavour. This balance matches one of the
best pot still whiskies around, Green Spot,
with it’s subtle apple and spice flavours

BELFAST BLACK

(KILKEEL, NI)
Jameson Caskmates is aged in stout-seasoned casks,
so naturally we tried this combination and it works
beautifully. Belfast Black has great roasted malt and
dark chocolate flavours which combines well with the
Caskmates
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se your pairing ~

Whiskey
REDBREAST 12YO
(Cork, Ireland)
£7.50
GREEN SPOT
(Cork, Ireland)
£9.50

JAMESON CASKMATES
(Cork, Ireland)
Half
Pint

£5.00
£7.00
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Beer
FRANCISCAN WELLS REBEL RED
(CORK, IRELAND)

We love the Caskmates so much we wanted to pair it
with another beer for the non-stout drinker.
Franciscan Wells stout is used to season the casks
that Caskmates is aged in, so this pairing already had
links. The Rebel Red Ale is biscuity and malty. The
Caskmates with it’s sweet, butterscotch finish
counteracts the Rebel’s flavour

BELFAST ALE

(KILKEEL, NI)
Belfast Ale is a fruity, smooth ale with a slight
bitterness. Woodford Reserve, with it’s sweet and
creamy texture and cereal finish is a good match for
the bitterness in the ale

FARMAGEDDON IPA

(COMBER, NI)
Now for the hop-heads out there. Farmageddon
brings plenty of hops with strong citrus flavours.
This complex taste partners nicely with the sweet,
sherry notes from the Jameson Black Barrel.

BROOKLYN LAGER

(NEW YORK, USA)
We wanted to pair a great traditional American beer
with a solid, classic bourbon. Brooklyn Lager is hard
to beat, full and rich on the palate with bittering
hops and savoury depth of flavour. Buffalo Trace has
a complementing full flavour of brown sugar and
sweet oak

se your pairing ~

Whiskey
JAMESON CASKMATES
(Cork, Ireland)
£7.00

WOODFORD RESERVE
(Kentucky, USA)
£7.00
JAMESON
BLACK BARREL
(Cork, Ireland)
£8.00
BUFFALO TRACE
(Kentucky, USA)
£7.00

THE DIRTY ONION
WELCOMES YOU TO ONE
OF BELFAST’S OLDEST
BUILDINGS...
This site was originally constructed in the
late 1600’s as a warehouse and first used
as a spirits bonded warehouse in 1921. The
bond, known as STACK ‘N’ (The N refers
to North, as in the north side of Waring
Street, number 42) and was operated by
Edward Dillon Bonders until the company
moved to larger premises in 1991.
The company still functions and is a
subsidiary of Irish Distillers as the
warehousing arm of Dillon Bass. Edward
Dillon Bonders was established in 1847
and warehoused many famous brands
including Jameson Irish Whiskey,
Hennessy Cognac and Sandeman Ports
and sherries.
Stack ‘N’ was used to store Jameson in
barrels and crates, and during this period
tens of thousands of bottles of Jameson
passed through these doors. We are proud
to honour this association with the
inclusion of our Jamesons barrel-man
statue in the beer garden.
We hope this menu lets you appreciate
some of our favourite drinks and the story
this 17th century building has to tell.
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